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Welcome to the Virtual 2020 ASAP Global Alliance Summit
2020
Global Alliance

Summit

Thank you for your continued support of ASAP as we have transitioned to our first-ever virtual Global
Alliance Summit. Within the conference attendee toolkit you will find a wide variety of resources we 
hope

will enhance and help you navigate through the virtual conference experience.
You will find information on the livestream event, how to access the on demand sessions, ways to engage
virtually with your peers through our discussion forums, via messaging on the conference app, and by
participating in roundtable discussions.
Should you need any assistance throughout the conference please email Jennifer Silver at JSilver@
strategic-alliances.org or Kimberly Miller at KMiller@strategic-alliances.org.

LIVESTREAM

Dates and Times of Livestream
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 | 11:00 AM – 1:25 PM EDT US
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 | 11:00 AM – 1:50 PM EDT US
Thursday, June 25, 2020 | 11:00 AM – 1:50 PM EDT US

Make sure your calendar has the dates and times of the livestream event on it; the agenda is available for reference
at the end of the toolkit. The best way to participate in the livestream is when it is live, and the audience has the
ability to ask questions real-time while taking part in polls during the presentations. If for some reason you are
pulled away, we are recording most sessions (see listing of two exceptions below). The recordings will be available
in the conference showcase following the day’s sessions.
Session 202 | Tuesday, June 23, 2020 | 12:10 PM – 12:40 PM | available in audio format only
Session 207 | Thursday, June 25, 2020 | 11:15 AM – 12:00 AM | livestream only, no recording will be available
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ON DEMAND

On Demand Access

In addition to participating in the livestream event from the conference site, there are on demand sessions
available to consume at your own pace in the showcase. Below are some quick facts about the on demand
sessions.
l

15 on demand sessions are available

l

Session lengths range from a little over 25 minutes to well over an hour

l

The conference has seven tracks

l

The conference site will be available through August 18

Listed below are the conference tracks, session number correspond to the tracks they are part of.
200 | Plenary Sessions
300 | Alliance & Partnering Experiential Learning
400 | Building Competencies and Skills that Lead to Success
500 | The New Age of Digital Transformation
600 | The Power of the Ecosystem
700 | Improving Value and Capabilities in the Face of Change
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Ways to Virtually Engage Throughout the Conference & Beyond
ASAP has created a number of ways for attendees to engage in the virtual conference. Listed below is a
brief description of each with links to where detailed information can be found.
Virtual Roundtables
Designed as smaller group real-time discussions on the
Zoom platform. There are three topics to choose from;
roundtables will take place in a Zoom Room. Invitations
will go out the day before with the link to the room in the
calendar invite.

Case Studies
BTD Consulting is offering an exciting case study experience
Snowboarding for Skiers – Navigating the Differences between
Alliances and Integration, connected with on demand Session
302. This interactive program will run over the course of the
ASAP Global Summit from June 23 to 25.

Discussion Boards
Discussion boards have been created for each session
and some of the speakers have seeded topics already for
their session. These are available for both on demand and
livestream sessions.

Conference App
The Global Alliance Summit app has a number of tools
and features to enhance attendees conference experience
from access to all recorded sessions, agenda, conference
program, session abstracts, speaker bios, ability to take
notes, bookmark, network with attendees, 1:1 messaging
and much more.
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Participate in Livestream Q&A and Polls
When watching a live event, you will be given the opportunity to participate in a poll, or a Q&A session on
the event page. Below will outline what to expect and how to use each of these features as a viewer.
Q&A
Viewers will see a “Have a question?” prompt; click Ask to participate.
Type your question in the text box at the top. Toggle on the Ask anonymously switch if you don’t want your
name to be displayed next to the question.
You can see your question and all other questions below, either in the order in which they were asked
(Recent) or in order of those with the most votes (Popular). You can vote on any question by clicking the
thumbs up icon next to it.
Polls
The poll will take over the chat window with the question. Click on a response to choose one. Results in the
polls window and as a graphic overlay during the event.
For more information about polls and Q&A visit this page.

Conference and Session Surveys

There is always room to grow…
Tell us what you think!
There are three easy ways to rate the Conference and Sessions
1. Online
Sessions: https://asapsummit.org/se/
Conference: https://asapsummit.org/ce/
2. Mobile App Option #1
Select “Agenda” from left dropdown
Select session number and rate it
3. Mobile App Option #2
Select “Session Eval” from left dropdown
Select session and complete the evaluation

ASAP Values Your Feedback
Complete your #ASAPSummit evaluations today!
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Conference Content Viewing Best Practices
Attending a virtual event is much different than being face-to-face for all the obvious reasons. The best way
to consume this conference is to schedule and ENGAGE. Take full advantage of all that is available from the
content to reaching out to fellow conference attendees.
A few other tips to help maximize your experience include:
Have livestream on your schedule
Schedule time to view the on demand sessions
Participate in the livestream Q&A sessions
Take part in the discussion boards
Networking with Peers
Make a goal to virtually connect with at least five people by using the app and the ASAP
member directory to arrange a Zoom meeting.
Research Sponsor Companies
Take a look at the sponsors and companies involved and find out more about who they are,
the content they produce and ways they can help your organization.
Engage in ASAP social media channels & the ASAP Blog
LinkedIn

Facebook

tinyurl.com/LinkedINASAP-Co

facebook.com/ASAPGlobal

Twitter

YouTube

twitter.com/ASAP_Global

youtube.com/user/ASAPChannel

#ASAPSummit and #ASAPAwards

ASAP Blog

www.strategic-alliances.org/blogpost/
1143942/ASAP-Blog
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Technical Best Practices
Technology sometime has its hiccups, below are a couple of quick tips, more detailed tips are in the pages
to follow.
l

It is recommended you try to stream through Chrome

l

Hardwire or reliable WiFi will help keep the broadcast going uninterrupted

l

Using headphones while listening to the conference – Click here if you need to adjust your volume

l

File the email you receive on Monday, 6/19 with your link to the conference site in an “ASAP Summit”
folder on your desktop so you can quickly access it

l

If your screen freezes please try the following steps:
o Click on the back button
o Refresh your browser
o Shift + F5
o Close your browser down, open the browser again, and enter virtual conference URL again

l

2020
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Conference App Information
Mobile Conference App Access Instructions
ASAP has a number of tools that will help enhance your virtual conference
experience including a conference mobile app through Attendify.
Some of the features of the app include:
l Access to all recorded sessions

Which event are you attending?

l

Access the full event agenda and session information

l

Network with other attendees through direct messaging

l

Rate speakers or sessions, create notes & bookmarks, and
much more!

l

Receiving important notifications and updates throughout the
conference, this feature must be turned on in your settings within
the mobile device

2020 ASAP Global Summit
June 23 – 25, 2020

To take full advantage of the app’s many features and live
updates, download and join prior to June 23rd
If you already have the Attendify app on your phone from a previous event:
1. Open the app on your phone
2. In the search bar enter ASAP Global Alliance Summit
3. Select “Join” and enter event code 2020asapsummit

Downloading the app for the first time
1. Download the Attendify App from the app stores: (Google Play Link, Apple App store link)
2. Open the app and search for ASAP Global Alliance Summit
3. Select “Join” and create a profile with your email address and a password of your choice
4. Enter the event code 2020asapsummit to join the event
5. Navigate through the many pages from the menu in the upper left corner
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Discussion Boards | Instructions
Conference discussion boards are a terrific way to continue the conversation with speakers and other
attendees. Discussion boards have been created for each session and some of the speakers have already
seeded topics. These are available for both on demand and livestream sessions. Below are instructions
on how to access the boards, begin topics, add to the conversation, and even how to receive alerts on
conversation threads.
Discussion Board Instructions
How to access the forums:
l

The forum can be accessed at the following
link: https://asapsummit.org/forum
m

If you are not logged in you will be
prompted to do so

m

To request a password reset, click here

m

If you do not know your username,
click here to contact Brendan Ward

List of all recent updates to topics and discussions
will appear following login.

2020

l

Click on the “Forums” link in the right-hand
menu. A list of all sessions and the activity
within each forum.

l

Sessions are organized by session number
for easy access. Click a session of interest
to view and/or create topics.

l

Click on the topic of interest to view, add to
the conversation.
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Discussion Boards | Subscribing to Instant Updates
Creating Discussion Topics
l

To create a new topic, click on the New
Topic link. Once you are done drafting your
post, click Submit Post at the bottom of the
page to add it to the forum.

l

To reply to a topic, enter your response in
the Quick Reply box at the bottom of the
page and click Submit Quick Reply.

Subscribing to Instant Updates
The Instant Updates feature allows you to receive
an email notification whenever a new topic is
posted within a specific forum, or when replies to a
specific topic are posted.

How to activate Instant Updates for Forums:
l

Open the Forum that you want to receive
Instant Updates for

l

Click on Forum Actions in the top right
above the list of topics

l

Select Subscribe to Instant Updates

l

To unsubscribe from Instant Updates, repeat
the steps above; the Subscribe option will
instead read Unsubscribe from Instant
Updates

How to activate Instant Updates for Threads:

2020

l

Open the Thread that you want to receive
Instant Updates for

l

Click on Thread Actions in the top right
above the posts

l

Select Subscribe to Instant Updates

l

To unsubscribe from Instant Updates, repeat
the steps above; the Subscribe option will
instead read Unsubscribe from Instant
Updates
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Discussion Boards | Session List and Links (Tracks 200, 300, and 400)
Track 200 | Plenary Sessions
Session 201

A Cancer Center’s Experience Developing Clinical
Partnerships & Alliances: Opportunities and Cautions

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246476&group=228418

Session 202

The Untapped Gold Mine of Building Trust, Unconventional
Affiliations, and Iteration-based Partnerships

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/		
Topics.aspx?forum=246477&group=228418

Session 204

Creating Alliances and Digital Ecosystem Capabilities in an
Increasingly Platform Enabled and Interconnected World

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246475&group=228418

Session 205

Managing Power Imbalances: How to Navigate Partnerships
between Large and Small Organizations

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246480&group=228418

Session 206
Partners Power the Autonomous Supply Chain
		

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246478&group=228418

Session 207
Biopharma Commercial Alliance Management Challenges
		

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246500&group=228418

Session 208
Making Everyone a Part of the Sales Process
		

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=247285&group=228418

Session 209

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246492&group=228418

How the Microsoft Partner-to Partner Program is Disrupting
the way Tech Companies....

Track 300 | Alliance & Partnering Experiential Learning
Session 301

Workshop Session - The Profit Power of Collaborative
Excellence – How Collaboration Impacts the Bottom Line

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246481&group=228418

Session 302

Workshop Session - Navigating the Differences between
Alliances and Integration – Snowboarding for Skiers’

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246482&group=228418

Track 400 | Building Competencies and Skills that Lead to Success
Session 401

Alliance Management Skill Building: Case Studies
Across Industries

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246484&group=228418

Session 402

Are your Alliance Marketing Strategies Destined to
Boom or Bust?

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246485&group=228418

Session 403

Resilience in Alliance Management: How Amgen-UCB
Managed the “Roller-Coaster Ride” of a Long Standing

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246487&group=228418

Session 404

Integrated Joint Alliance Marketing Best Practices: How to
Establish Joint Marketing Moments That Drive Impact

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246474&group=228418
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Discussion Boards | Session List and Links (Tracks 500, 600, and 700)
Track 500 | The New Age of Digital Transformation
Session 501
How 5G will Transform and Disrupt Business and Partners
		

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246488&group=228418

Session 502
The Alliance Management Mashup: Bridging a Digital Divide
		

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246489&group=228418

Session 503

Marketplaces: The New Buying Centers in the Age of
Consumption and as-as-a-service

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246490&group=228418

Session 504

The Strategic Partner Executive of the Future and the
Skills Needed for Success

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246491&group=228418

Track 600 | The Power of the Ecosystem
Session 601

Intelligent Automation: Partnering with an Ecosystem to
Deliver Client Results

Session 602
Demystifying the Ecosystem - An interactive Conversation
		

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246493&group=228418
https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246495&group=228418

Track 700 | Improving Value and Capabilities in the Face of Change
Session 701

Enabling Strategic Change - Cultural and Alliance
Capability Development

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246496&group=228418

Session 702
Big Pharma M&A and Alliance Portfolios
		

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246497&group=228418

Session 703

https://www.strategic-alliances.org/forums/
Topics.aspx?forum=246498&group=228418

2020
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Virtual Roundtable and Case Study Exercises
Although the upcoming conference is a virtual experience with a blend of livestream and on demand
sessions, ASAP is committed to providing you with opportunities to engage virtually with other conference
participants. One of these opportunities is through virtual small group discussions and case study exercises.
Below is a brief description of each activity and a sign-up link. Space is limited, please make sure if you
sign-up for a particular activity you show up.
ASAP Virtual Roundtables
Tuesday, June 23 | 3 – 4 PM EDT US
Click on the link below to sign-up for a round table topic
https://forms.gle/pCAapotVEnVAppSj8

M&A Integration Case Study Discussions
Wednesday, June 24 | 9 – 10 AM EDT US AND Thursday, June 25 | 3 – 4 PM EDT US
Click on the link below to sign-up the case study discussions
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/eb8172f55c614c7db4d595534759cf50

ASAP Virtual Roundtables Topic Overview
Exploring the Impact of Covid-19 on Technology Alliance and Channel Sales Partnerships
How are current events around the world and at home impacting technology strategic alliances and
channel sales partnerships?
Facilitator: Bernie Hannon, CSAP | Senior Director, Strategic Alliances | Citrix
Lessons Learned from Challenges Covid-19 Created for Pharma and Biotech
What are the lessons learned from today’s Covid-19 challenge for pharma and biotech? Will we go back
to “normal?” What’s kept and what’s discarded?
Facilitator: Lynda McDermott, CA-AM | Founder & President
- Consultant, Coach, Speaker, and Strategic Facilitator for
Alliance Management | EquiPro International
Creating Interest in the Alliance and Partnership
Management Career Paths
How to get the younger generation interested in strategic
alliances/partnerships as a profession/career?
Facilitator: Sally Wang | Group Vice President, Global
Strategic Alliances and Partnerships | International SOS
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Virtual Roundtable and Case Study Exercises
M&A Integration Case Study Discussions
Connected to On Demand Session 302
“Snowboarding for Skiers – Navigating the Differences between Alliances and Integration
M&A Integration Case Study Discussions
Your alliance expertise got you a seat at the M&A table. Nervous?
BTD Consulting is offering an exciting case study experience “Snowboarding for Skiers – Navigating the
Differences between Alliances and Integration.” This interactive program will run over the course of the
ASAP Global Summit from June 23 to 25.
This experience begins with on demand session #302 as a lively discussion among alliance and M&A
experts – Brooke Paige, CSAP, ASAP Chairman, Steve Twait, CSAP, VP of Alliance and Integration
Management at AstraZeneca and Carlos Keener, BTD’s Founding Partner. This will be led by Nick Palmer
Director of BTD North America and former ASAP Board Member.
Following this discussion, you and your ASAP colleagues will receive case roles and background
information for an M&A integration case based on an actual acquisition. You will work with these
colleagues in facilitated discussion rooms to plan and “conduct” decision-making meetings between the
two firms. Your teams will have the opportunity to interview key integration managers from both sides.
Integration experts will facilitate these discussions and challenge your teams. As part of the exercise, two
Zoom meetings have been scheduled to give you an opportunity to reflect on your ‘half-time’ learnings
(9:00 -10:00 AM EDT, 24th June) and final exercise takeaways (3:00 - 4:00 PM EDT, 25th June).
Following the discussion room forums, BTD will reconvene the initial expert panel – Brooke, Steve and
Carlos – to provide observations and insight back to all participants. The video of this panel and an
electronic summary of learnings will be available to all participants through ASAP.
To join this immersive learning journey, please register using the link below. Getting full value from this
session will require some time and commitment from you. This investment will be well rewarded. We
look forward to having you learn along with us.
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/eb8172f55c614c7db4d595534759cf50
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Virtual Alliance and Partner Management Resource Center
ASAP is the only nonprofit, professional community with members across the globe dedicated to partnership
management who seek successful outcomes for strategic alliances, ecosystems, and key channel partner relationships.
ASAP Membership

ASAP the go-to community for alliance and partnership success dedicated to the formation,
implementation, and transformation of alliances, collaborations and business partnerships.
Known for its tools and resources, education and professional development, and the community
of networking offered to its members to properly manage partnerships from initiation through
closure. Membership represents a number of industries including high tech, biopharma, finance,
oil and energy, non-profit and academia, and consumer services to name a few.

Membership

Visit www.strategic-alliances.org/page/membership for more Information.

ASAP Education and Professional Development

The ASAP offers many education and professional development opportunities throughout the year.
One of the focal points of these offerings is ASAP’s two-step certification program, the Certification
of Achievement-Alliance Management (CA-AM) and Certified Strategic Alliance Professional (CSAP).
There are a variety of exam preparation options offered for certification including face-to-face
workshops, virtual training, customized webinars, and self-study.
Visit www.strategic-alliances.org/page/certification_overview for more Information.

ASAP Tools & Resources
Tools & Resources

ASAP has vast amounts of tools and resources available to ASAP members that are either no-cost
or discounted rates. ASAP’s growing IP includes; ASAP Strategic Alliance Quarterly, ASAP Strategic
Alliance Monthly, ASAP Strategic Alliance Weekly, ASAP Community Event Quick Takes, ASAP Strategic
Alliance Newsfeed, ASAP EPP News, ASAP Ideas in Action, ASAP Handbook of Alliance Management,
The ASAP Guide to Biopharmaceutical Partnering, and The ASAP Guide to Information Technology
Partnering.
Visit www.strategic-alliances.org/page/resources for more Information.

Alliance Management Technology

Combine your ASAP membership with an allianceboard subscription for best-in-class resources,
practices and technology to support your ever-evolving partnering business model.
allianceboard is an easy-to-use alliance management platform for alliance professionals–purposebuilt to stay on top of it all, show organizational impact and easily collaborate with partners for
innovation and growth.
As an ASAP member, you receive:
n allianceboard access, through ASAP’s member offer depending on segment and membership
levels. Leverage allianceboard’s leading digital platform for alliance management. Special
terms apply.
n Access to ASAP resources, templates and best practices directly from within allianceboard.
Get powerful guidance when managing your strategic alliance portfolio or partner ecosystem
through allianceboard.
n Insights from joint ASAP and allianceboard resources–helping alliance practitioners design and
manage ever-evolving collaborative business models.
Learn more about our partnership www.allianceboard.com.
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Virtual Alliance and Partner Management Resource Center
The following organizations tailor their services to support the alliance and partner management community. We
encourage you to take time to find out more about them during the virtual conference and direct messaging them or
visiting their websites to learn more.

Moovila – Partner Onboarding Automation

Moovila’s Partner Onboarding Automation platform is changing the way partners are mobilized
from contract to go-live, so teams can hit revenue goals and synergies faster. Engineered to bridge
collaboration, project management, and process automation, Moovila connects people with the
work required and streamlines partner processes. Now you can quickly analyze partner status
and responsibilities to understand risks and address any potential delays before they occur. Learn
more at moovila.com/partner-automation.

The Rhythm of Business

Ask us about our consulting services and Learning in Action™ training programs for alliance
managers and alliance teams. Visit our website to learn more about our latest publications,
including a collection of recent posts on of-the-moment topics from The Partnering Guide™ blog.
Ask us about digitizing your practice and learn about our comprehensive assessment services,
including Partner Listening Tours and Collaborating to Win™, our ground-breaking, proven
measure of collaborative ability. Visit us anytime at rhythmofbusiness.com.

TIDWIT

Global Alliances are struggling to balance their needs with increased market velocity, reporting
and compliance restrictions. Unlike traditional partner solutions that are too siloed, hard to adapt,
and do not easily scale, TIDWIT enables highly scalable collaboration, distribution and exchange
of information for Alliance partners through an affordable, easy to implement Cloud Ecosystem
Network. The TIDWIT platform empowers global leaders like Microsoft, IBM, Dell, Accenture,
Capgemini, Cognizant and Infosys to transform their alliance performance by delivering significant
visibility, time and cost advantages over legacy processes and systems. Reinventing the ecosystem
paradigm is what we do; valuing partnerships is why. Learn more at www.tidwit.com.

Vantage Partners

Vantage Partners is a consulting and training firm that helps companies align transformational
strategies with the power of collaboration. To learn more about Vantage Partners work with
alliances or to access our online library of insights, please visit www.vantagepartners.com.

WorkSpan
WorkSpan is the only Ecosystem Cloud, where alliance leaders build-with, market-with & sell-with
their software, hardware, OEM, system integrator, service, cloud, & channel partners. WorkSpan
makes it easy to work across partner types and partner tiers to grow ecosystem value by driving
joint revenue, entering new markets, accelerating time-to-market, innovating on new solutions
to meet shared customer needs and developing trust across company boundaries. Learn more at
www.WorkSpan.com.
*WorkSpan is a privately held company backed by Mayfield and is growing its network of global
enterprise customers including SAP, Cisco, Dell EMC, HPE, Fujitsu, and Lenovo.
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LIVESTREAM
Time (EDT US)

Tuesday, June 23, 2020 | 11:00 a.m. – 1:25 p.m. EDT US

Session Code and Title		 Speaker
2020

11:00 a.m. – 11:20 a.m.		
Conference
Opening		
n Michael Leonetti, CSAP | President & CEO |
Global
Alliance
Summit
					
Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals


11:20 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.		
		
		

Session 201 | A Cancer Center’s Experience
n Louis B. Harrison, MD, FASTRO | Chief Partnership
Developing Clinical Partnerships & Alliances:		 Officer & Chair, Department of Radiation Oncology |
Opportunities and Cautions			 Moffitt Cancer Center

12:10 p.m. – 12:40 p.m. 		
		
		

Session 202 | The Untapped Gold Mine of
n Tiffani Bova | Growth & Innovation Evangelist |
Building Trust, Unconventional Affiliations,		 Salesforce
and Iteration-based Partnerships

12:45 p.m. – 1:15 p.m. 		
		

2020

Session 203 | ASAP Alliance Excellence		
n Ard-Pieter de Man, CSAP, PhD | Professor of
Awards Ceremony			 Management Studies | Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
2020

Global
Alliance & Wrap Up of Day One		
1:15 p.m. – 1:25 p.m. 		
Closing
n Brooke Paige, CSAP | Former Vice President Alliance
Summit
					
Management | Pear Therapeutics


LIVESTREAM
Time (EDT US)

Wednesday, June 24, 2020 | 11:00 a.m. – 1:50 p.m. EDT US

Session Code and Title		 Speaker
2020

11:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. 		
DayAlliance
2 Opening Message		
n Brooke Paige, CSAP | Former Vice President Alliance
Global
Summit
					
Management | Pear Therapeutics


11:15 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.		
		
		

Session 204 | Creating Alliances and Digital
n Steve Steinhilber | Global Vice President
Ecosystem Capabilities in an Increasingly		 Ecosystem Development | Equinix
Platform Enabled and Interconnected World

12:05 p.m. – 12:50 p.m. 		
Session 205 | Managing Power Imbalances:
Moderator: Jessica Wadd | Partner | Vantage Partners
		
How to Navigate Partnerships between
Panelists:
		
Large and Small Organizations		
n Steve Pessagno | Business Development and Alliance
					 Management | GlaxoSmithKline
				 n Amy Walraven | President, Chief Strategy Officer, and Founder |
					
Humaitrix
				 n Joy Wilder Lybeer | Senior Vice President, Enterprise Alliances |
					
Equifax
				 n Troy M Windt | Association Vice President, Global Alliances &
					 External Relations | Reata Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
12:55 p.m. – 1:40 p.m. 		
Session 206 | Foundation for Partner		
		
Success in the Digital World		
		

n Carl DCosta | Worldwide General Manager of
Partner Success | Blue Yonder

2020
1:40 p.m. – 1:50 p.m. 		
Closing
n Michael Leonetti, CSAP | President & CEO |
Global
Alliance & Wrap Up of Day Two		
Summit
					
Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals
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LIVESTREAM
Time (EDT US)

As of 06.17.20—Details subject to change.

Thursday, June 25, 2020 | 11:00 a.m. – 1:50 p.m. EDT US

Session Code and Title		 Speaker
2020

11:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.		
DayAlliance
3 Opening Message		
n Michael Leonetti, CSAP | President & CEO |
Global
Summit
					
Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals


11:15 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 		
Session 207 | Biopharma Commercial		
Moderator: Jan Twombly, CSAP | President | The Rhythm
		
Alliance Management Challenges		
of Business
				 Panelists:
				 n Brooke Paige, CSAP | Former Vice President Alliance
					 Management | Pear Therapeutics
				 n David S. Thompson, CSAP | Chief Alliance Officer | Eli Lilly
					 and Company
				 n Andrew Yeomans, CSAP | Global Alliance Lead | UCB
n Larry Walsh | CEO and Chief Analyst | The 2112 Group

12:05 p.m. – 12:50 p.m. 		
		

Session 208 | Making Everyone a Part of the
Sales Process

12:55 p.m. – 1:40 p.m.		
		
		
		
		
		

Session 209 | How the Microsoft Partner-ton Dan Rippey | Director of Engineering, One Commercial
Partner Program is Disrupting the way			 Partner | Microsoft
Technology Companies are Leveraging the
n Amit Sinha | Chief Customer Officer and Co-Founder |
Power of Ecosystems for Business Growth, 		 WorkSpan
Customer Acquisition, and Gaining a
Competitive Advantage
2020

Global
Alliance Remarks & Thank You		
1:40 p.m. – 1:50 p.m. 		
Closing
n Michael Leonetti, CSAP | President & CEO |
Summit
					
Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals


ON DEMAND

As of 06.17.20—Details subject to change.

Sessions available 6/22/2020 – 8/18/2020

Track 300 | Alliance & Partnering Experiential Learning
Session Code and Title

Speaker/s

Session 301 | The Profit Power of Collaboration
n Robert Porter Lynch, CA-AM | Thought Leader |
		
The Warren Company
n
Session 302 | Alliance Management in M&A Integration –
‘Snowboarding for Skiers’
n
		
n
n
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Carlos Keener | Managing Partner | BTD Consulting
Brooke Paige, CSAP | Former Vice President Alliance
Management | Pear Therapeutics
Nick Palmer | Managing Director | BTD Consulting
Steve Twait , CSAP | Vice President, Alliance and Integration
Management | AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
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ON DEMAND

As of 06.17.20—Details subject to change.

Sessions available 6/22/2020 – 8/18/2020

Track 400 | Building Competencies and Skills that Lead to Success
Session Code and Title

Speaker/s

Session 401 | Alliance Management Skill Building: Case Studies
Across Industries

n Ben Siddall | Partner | Vantage Partners
n Jessica Wadd | Partner | Vantage Partners

Session 402 | Are your Alliance Marketing Strategies Destined
to Boom or Bust?

n Andrea Katsivelis | Global Strategic Marketing Advisor | Microsoft
n Mark Reino | Principal and Founder | Merit Mile

n
Session 403 | Resiliency in Alliance Management: How Amgen-UCB
Managed the “Roller-coaster Ride” of a Long-standing Alliance		
n
		
Session 404 | Integrated Joint Alliance Marketing Best Practices:
How to Establish Joint Marketing Moments That Drive Impact

Tracy Blois, PhD | Director, Alliance Management, Business
Development | Amgen
Alistair Dixon, PhD | Senior Director, Alliance and Integration
Management | UCB Pharmaceuticals

n Liz Fuller, CA-AM | Senior Director, Alliance Marketing | Citrix

Track 500 | The New Age of Digital Transformation
Session Code and Title

Speaker/s

Session 501 | How 5G will Transform and Disrupt Business and
Partners

Moderator: Stacy Conrad | Director Channel Sales | TPx
Panelists:
n Pradeep Bhardwaj | Senior Strategy Director | Syniverse
n Manoj Bhatia, CSAP | Partner Business Development
		 (Tech Alliances) | Verizon
n Andreas Westh, CSAP | Director Global Partnering Strategy | Ericsson
Session 502 | The Alliance Management Mashup: Bridging a Digital
Divide

n Jeff Shuman, CSAP, PhD | Principal | The Rhythm of Business
n Jan Twombly, CSAP | President | The Rhythm of Business

n Glen Kuhne | Director Major Accounts | Ingram Cloud Blue
Session 503 | Marketplaces—The New Buying Centers in the Age
Of As-a-service
n Roger Williams | Senior Director, Mobility and Marketplace
		 Alliances | Citrix
Session 504 | The Strategic Partner Executive of the Future and
the Skills Needed for Success

Moderator: Norma Watenpaugh, CSAP | CEO & Founding Principal |
Phoenix Consulting Group
Panelists:
n Rafael Contreras | Area Vice President, Global Operations,
		 Strategy and Chief of Staff | ServiceNow
n Jim Chow | Enterprise Cloud Solution Evangelist and Strategic
		 Partnerships/Channels Executive | Google
n Greg Fox, CSAP | Former, GM of Networking & Communications |
		 VP of Alliances | WorkSpan
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ON DEMAND

As of 06.17.20—Details subject to change.

Sessions available 6/22/2020 – 8/18/2020

Track 600 | The Power of the Ecosystem
Session Code and Title

Speaker/s

Session 601 | Intelligent Automation: Partnering with an Ecosystem
to Deliver Client Results

n Michael Rosenthal, CA-AM | Alliance Manager | SAS Institute

Session 602 | Demystifying the Ecosystem—An interactive
Conversation

n Claudia Kuzma, CA-AM | Managing Director, Global Ecosystem
Program Leader | Protiviti
n Nancy Ridge | President | Ridge Innovative

Track 700 | Improving Value and Capabilities in the Face of Change
Session Code and Title

Speaker/s

Session 701 | Enabling Strategic Change—Cultural and Alliance
n Christoph Huwe, CSAP, PhD | Director Strategic Alliance
Capability Development		 Management, Open Innovation & Digital Technologies |
Bayer Pharmaceuticals
n Michael Kennedy, PhD | Director Alliance Management,
		 Business Development & Licensing | Bayer Pharmaceuticals
Session 702 | Big Pharma M&A and Alliance Portfolios

Moderator: Adam Kornetsky | Consultant | Vantage Partners
Panelists:
n Mark Coflin, CSAP | Vice President, Head of Global Alliance
		 Management | Takeda
n Dana Hughes | Vice President of Integration Management and
		 Alliance Management | Pfizer
n Jeff Hurley, CA-AM | Global Alliance Management Lead |
		
Takeda
n Chris Urban | Head of Alliance & Integration Management |
		
Amgen
n Ben Anderson, CA-AM, JD, Esq. | Partner Asset & Licensing
Session 703 | Absorbing and Facilitating Change: Managing Your
Partner Program During Organizational Upheaval		 Program Manager | Thomson Reuters
n Susan Cleveland, JD | Manager, Global Strategic Alliances |
		
Thomson Reuters
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EPPPmarketplace

Education Provider Partner Program

ASAP EPPs…an important part of your
partnership and alliance success!
Connecting your team with a community of consultants who can you help meet your alliance
and collaboration objectives through a wide variety of personalized training and services.

Vantage Partners
is a consulting and
training ﬁrm that
helps companies align
transformational
strategies with the
power of collaboration.

For more information on your EPP community visit the provider page at www.strategic-alliances.org/page/eppp_list
tinyurl.com/LinkedINASAP-Co

facebook.com/ASAPGlobal

@asap_Global

Conference Access Troubleshooting | Network/Browser Requirements
The quality of your live playback experience is largely dependent on the download speed you have from ISP
(Internet Service Provider) or mobile provider. Keep in mind that your overall Internet speed can vary depending
on many factors, including but not limited to: time of day, Wi-Fi performance, other devices/users utilizing your
connection, and the strength of the signal provided by your ISP.
Vimeo strongly suggests the use of Chrome as the browser they most support. Below is detailed information
regarding desktop OS, browsers, firewall and whitelisted domains. If you are having challenges on playbacks or
viewing please review this information and the link provided below.
Desktop OS and Browser
It is recommend using the following browsers and versions on Windows 7 or later or macOS Sierra (10.12.6) or later:
Chrome 30+ (has automatic updates)
l Firefox 27+ (has automatic updates)*
l Microsoft Edge
l Safari 9+
l

*H.264 video (required for viewing Vimeo videos) is only supported in Firefox for Windows 7 and later. Firefox
versions on Windows XP are no longer supported for playback.
Firewalls and whitelisted domains
Firewalls and whitelisted domains
Viewers should ensure the following ports are open on their network for playback:
TCP/UDP 80 (HTTP)
l TCP/UDP 443 (HTTPS)
l

In addition, if your viewers are on a corporate network (office, university, hotel, etc.) that restricts access to certain
websites or domains, they should have the following domains whitelisted:
l
l
l
l
l

*.vimeo.com
*.vimeocdn.com
*.magisto.com
*.akamaized.net
*.cloudfront.net

Mobile devices
Mobile viewers can use Android (Lollipop) version 5.0+ or iOS version 9.3.5+.
Blackberry and Windows phone users: You may still able to view Vimeo videos on devices that support
HTML5; however, we do not test out our player in these environments and thus cannot guarantee
support.
Samsung users: The Samsung Internet browser (all versions) is not supported for Vimeo Live. We
recommend installing Chrome instead.

For more information visit:

https://vimeo.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360040394231-Network-and-browser-requirements-for-viewing-streams
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Conference Access Troubleshooting | Adjusting Volume
How do I adjust the volume in the web video player?
To adjust the volume on the web player:
1. Hover the cursor over the video you are currently watching to make the video controls visible.
2. On the bottom right, you should see volume controls.
3. To control how high or low the volume is, hover the cursor over the volume bar and click the left side to
lower the volume or the right side to raise the volume.
4. If you’d like to mute the video entirely, click all the way to the far left side so none of the bars are
highlighted. Click again to unmute.

For more information visit:

https://support.vhx.tv/article/628-how-do-i-adjust-the-volume-of-my-video-player
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Conference Access Troubleshooting | Playback quality/buffering
Vimeo videos are viewable in a variety of different qualities, ranging from 360p to 8K. In “Auto” mode, the
Vimeo player switches between all available qualities to accommodate changes in the viewer’s Internet,
processing speed, and player size.
The quality of your playback experience is largely dependent on how your ISP (Internet Service Provider)
or mobile provider connects to Vimeo’s playback servers. Keep in mind that your overall Internet speed
can vary depending on many factors, including but not limited to: time of day, WiFi performance, other
devices/ users utilizing your connection, and the strength of the signal provided by your ISP.
When a video plays in lower than expected quality, it’s likely because the viewer’s Internet speed
(bandwidth) or computer processing speed cannot support higher quality playback. Viewers can manually
force a particular quality by selecting the gear icon in the lower right corner of the player. (This may result
in frequent buffering if the bandwidth does not meet the required minimum outlined above.)
Online Speed Tests
Speed tests can give you a general sense of the download speeds you’re receiving from your Internet
provider, but it’s important to note that the servers used in the speed test are different from those used by
other services. The actual speeds being received by your device may differ. This is because speed tests are
designed to ping the closest server to your location, while other servers may be further and more utilized.
As a best practice, we recommend avoiding Flash based speed tests and using trusted HTML5 tests like
https://testmy.net/download to get a general estimate of the speeds you’re receiving from your Internet
Provider. If you expect higher bandwidth than what’s being reported, we recommend getting in touch with
your Internet Provider for more information.
Check your source file
Quality problems can also arise when there is a problem with the source video file. If there are any quality
issues visible in your source (minor compression artifacts, pixelation, etc), try re-exporting the file and reuploading to Vimeo. Even small issues can become amplified during our compression process. The higher
quality you can give us, the better your results.
Frequent buffering during playback
Frequent buffering can occur when the viewer’s Internet bandwidth does not support playback of the
selected video quality. Try switching to “Auto” in the quality menu (the default), if available. If “Auto” is not
available, switch to one of the lower quality options. If your video still fails to start, check your estimated
bandwidth here.
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Conference Access Troubleshooting | Playback quality/buffering (con’t)
Dropped frames during playback
Dropped frames can occur if your machine/device’s processing is unable to keep up with the video data
that’s being transferred. If your system cannot process a higher quality of video, frames of video may be
skipped, which can cause audio to become out of sync as well. This tends to happen most when multiple
programs are running while viewing video. Try closing unused applications or browser tabs and/or update
your browser and graphics card.
Send debug results to Vimeo for analysis
Want to know more about your playback performance? The debug log helps provide critical information
related to your playback experience, which helps us diagnose streaming issues. This log includes the
CDN (content delivery network), your video id, your bandwidth to that CDN, the rate of dropped frames,
browser/OS, and embed size.
To log your playback experience using our debug tool, please follow these instructions:
1) Open any video you’re having trouble with
2) Press play and watch the video
3) Once the issue occurs, press “d” on your keyboard to open the debug panel
4) Click the blue “Copy Debug Key” button to obtain the unique ID associated with your playback session*
5) Paste the entire ID into your support ticket and send it our way for analysis. (Note: The debug key will be
comprised of random characters which will then be used to access playback information in our system)

*If you aren’t seeing the option to copy
a debug key, please make sure that your
browser is not sending a “do not track”
request.
In addition to the debug panel log, we’ll also
need:
l

A detailed description of the problem
you’re experiencing (e.g buffering or
dropped frames)

l

Your results from this speed test
(https://testmy.net/download)

l

The URL of the page where your videos
are embedded, including any necessary
login credentials (if applicable)

Once you’ve gathered this information, contact us and we’ll look into your issue ASAP.

For more information visit:

https://vimeo.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/224968848-Playback-quality-and-buffering-issues
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